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translations including "Poems of the Cid", "The Song of
Roland", and "Selected Translations 1948-1968".
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Cock Killing
He had to go.
The flock at the new place
had a cock of its own.
Though he slept soundly in the burlap bag,
and snored like a man, still
he had been a beast in the chicken pen.
He pecked at the hand that fed him,
and flew with his spurs at the eyes
that admired his tail.
Even our baby offended him when
she offered him pebbles.
So 1 drove a nail to the edge
of the chickenhouse roof, tied his
soft feet with a cord while they dozed,
and as his rival looked on like a
toad, upended him there.
He stared at me still as an egg,
surmising my nature.
1 tried to be fair,
to show a man's tough despair
over life; but that sharp knife
from the kitchen was not sharp enough.
With his neck half cut through
he hurled himself out of the noose
in a shriek of a rage to attack
the new cock of the roost who
clucked like goosed hen
at this humiliation of him.
Glazed with remorse 1 plunged in
and with that crude blade I hacked until
my Bird of Paradise was dead.
My hands, drenched in our two bloods,
dug a hole for him to lie in.
-R. S. Cantwell
3

POEM
Above the tilt of the land
the edge of sky is flushed
with first light.
The grass lies low
in svelte discretion.
It is keeping,
it knows
many different places.
Behind my window,
inside my female body,
a gladiator on tip toe is
watching.
From the corners of his eyes, he catches
a scatter across the ground:
the rabbits are
*
moving out
over the country, prowling their
blue domain. They
vanish into air, into
secret blue closets,
and test the enormous atmosphere. . .
then move on.
I know nothing of this
unbearable scene.
1 hold my
gladiator arms,
bulging with human
intrusion,
and moan with desire.
-Celia Watson
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A Patrimony
The Dead speak with lips of ashy cast,
tongue of dust, and cheek of stone.
They reign without succession in
an qarthy mount, tending
their perfection; where
beneath the steeply sloping skies
cries and whispers from airborne forms
to licking>grasses rend
theirccommunication,
tongued with fire beyond the living.
Supple winds urge their saying.
-Greg Hunt

Dog House
Our watchdog keeps quiet in his kennel.
All night with fear we prick him on
to sleep with one eye open
We were looking for a house with rooms
inside, and porches, terraced gardens,
a gravel drive that leads out like a leash.
All day we sought in coats and cars
the welcome home where
doors open, lights go on, fangs glint.
-Alex Morgan

Hands and Feet
-Chewed shoes, grubby gloves, even old socks
have it all over their clammy inhabitants.
They do our dirty work and
take our beatings without a whimper,
keep us warm in winter,
and the Christ-like socks
even assume our leprous aroma.
-Spoiled our summers too.
While we tumbled all naked in the sand
they used to lie about the beach-hut floor,
silent, shucked-off and plainly used,
they made dumb accusations
like a field of slaughtered sheep.
-and you you roped me into these
-no not we it was the bones at fault dear
-Alex Morgan
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Marriage
"Those who father and those
who give birth are as
children in the night."
There's a touch, me to her>
That's man to man.
In bed before me,
In the close, dark room
I come to puzzle out your
Whiteness, your crumpled form.
Soft dampness of throat, cheekbone.
Boned hands clasped between loins;
In this pale thin light. . . .
Girl, you heed your rest.
So I sink down, carefully, beside you,
Arrange my shoulders, hips, and knees.
Our feet touch, recoil, burrow deep.
Comes a long quietness here and then
I turn to Barbara sleeping.
-Philip Church
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Momma-bitch-hound
I
Winged serpents,
Black skies,
Hollow-toothed
Rain
Turning to ice,
Needle-eyed,
Frightens and.
Hurts him, the hound
Lopes home,
Lop-eared:
Clean sheets and
Delta-smell, roofed.
Carnivore's cave,
Wait, lick.

8

II
In a nest, beneath two logs,
In the high, dead grass,
A bitch rests.
Her eyes go blank, her
Tongue swells. She pushes out
Three pups.
Turns her head away,
Her tongue out. •
Remembers everything,
Checks the wind,
Turns back and
Licks, licks, licks
Night and the nest
Turning to mud—
Still, she licks her pups.
Eyes, ears, and anus.
So they can live.
-Philip Church
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FLESH AND ALL
(Out around Gambier, Ohio)
Big-nailed, rusty barn-boards
Weathered gray. Mold round knot-holes
In pine. Gum seals the tree's wound.
Leaves compress the ground.
Fields turn brown, take on yellow
From earth and sky. Drizzle
Empties into rut, pot-hole.
Clean cattle go muddy.
A woman catches her hand, her
Soft flesh on barbed wire, rips it:
Ragged-pentacled, blood
In a black ooze.
Rain, I mean that cold, March
Drizzle on straw, down fields, cattle.
The fields puddle. A hurt horse rolls his eyes.
Woman's hand, bleeding slow as syrup.
She wipes the heel of her hand against her jeans.
Her loins are soft and cold as Spring sky,
A late snow coming. Warm as spring mud.
-Philip Church
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FOR A GIRL NAMED "J"
I
Lifting blisters of green paint,
Faces down, concentrating on
Thumbnails. I loved you.
In Youngstown, the slag-dump
Like a lunged volcano behind us, no,
Over us, the pitched frame houses,
Arced twilights when the sky
Got dumped over us--rose, lavender.... The sky
Flared like a monstrous lung.
Girl, girl kissed quick
On back-stairs, your flesh
Grew pale as silk.
II
Streetlight round a green blind,
Checking the alarm clock,
Time against time. . . .
Its true, flesh cools
After that first incredible laying of skin
To skin, privateness of children
Pressed, thrust upon a strange body.
Remember, Janice, now,
How deeply the young sigh.
-Philip Church
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GIRL ON THE BEACH
Brine coasts through sand reaches
Up the beach, round sunken timbers.
The sucking marks my feet leave
Leave hollows filling
down the beach
You sit, back curved against a piling.
Your feet buried to the ankles.
Girl, what are you
Staring into out there? No ship hull-down
Nor trace, spidery, of smoke to follow, nor
Mark of fishing boat nor buoy appearing, disAppearing
only the long gathering
Hollows of the black, green sea, sunlit —
Here's a knot
Of flotsam buoyed and running up along
A tongue: washing up along the grooved sand
It knocks against our shins, that one, whitened
Polished, ground limb
I imagine your
Eyes turned to, like a neatly coiled rope,
Catching me, and turning out again, sea-headed.
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I imagine your eyes turned, your shirt wet
To the skin, unbuttoned, breasts lifted sea-headed.
Dark-circled, taut with brine
pale as split wood.
Or buoyed thrusts of flesh, hanging.
Or indentation at the cold bevel
Where once was a cold connection
bellying up the sand.
Rib-bones still flex with the rise and fall
Of inward fluids, lungs like grounded gills.
Rib-bones, cartilege, delicate as trout-scales,
Intricate flesh and skeleton of our feet....
So, I trace one circle with the thumb of my
Big toe, into the taut, soaked sand
and one other where
Salt water sucks, runs, draws, green and white,
My finger to the bone.
-Philip Church
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Grandfather's Farm
1
Scratch-out an essay in verse,
Because the truth of an argument
Is, as Plato knew, in its saying;
Because verse is the truest kind
Of saying, being words detached from self,
Or a way of calling tree, tree; mind, mind.
Because the thought called into measure,
The thought or feeling made line,
Inhabits as we do not
A measurable land, a
Strange, familiar ground or being,
Like grandfather's farm.
Or the strange flesh
Of a wife who is '
Also a mother.
II
The eloquent silences of the animals,
Who have not yet quite given up hope
That we might learn their language, speak
And then shut up.
Dear God, there's nothing like nature,
And all the lovely words that
Circle round us, like the
Insides, cross-sections
Of a tree, or the
polished leg of a
Chair or
Fur.
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Ill
Once, we loved the tree in our own image,
And then the only tree was
In our minds, and now
We are free to
Touch the tree,
Speak to it, even.
To lay my hand
To bark is a
Great freedom This alien skin.
IV
I take your hand
And press it to the bark,
Then push it down into wet loam.
I have to ask you, Do you feel it?
I have to ask you, and you
Repeat yes. yes. Dear God it's
There, yes. I feel it.
And we cry, touch again
Just to make double-sure.
Rise, and start over,
With a shy grin.
Shamefaced as Eden.
"Its rough and wet"!
And we begin again.
We begin again.
-Philip Church
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PRAYER SPOKEN WITHIN THE HIVE
what we began .
we become; our time,
a quick terror ends
where two eyes feel
for two steps or bend along
a flight of stairs, four walls, a surface
to a limb; the geometry
is generic only to ourselves.
we who haul from the blind
anything we cannot know
we are being led to the trembling
of eyes dug from graves
of bees gazing above
mute stones in abandoned wells.
each night we have felt at the edge
of your ink's wet periphery;
we press our words from all that clings,
but we cannot touch you.
our body walls have become clear sapphires,
wings never borne
from one darkness to another darkness
our palms are white flames
we are consumed beneath your absence.
-Walter Kalaidjian
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FLOWERS FALL OUT
The simple act of
forming the letters
is difficult 1 will speak
in a straight
voice using the stub
of language
My hands are bare
My breath bends
a candle flame My mouth
is open The light
of your skin
is black and real
My skin opens
and black flowers fall out
-David Wasser
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SONG: HOLLY CREEK, GEORGIA
The black cows stand against a field like
apple seeds from a broken apple. Your
lips look chewed. They're red
almost bleeding. The pine trees are held
in the matrix of bare gree branches
and one tree leans close over a brook.
It is as if the tree were your mouth,
sipping the cold water and
reddening the stream with a constant, inhuman pain.
-David Wasser
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W. S. MERWIN

Five Poems by Pedro Salinas

Pedro Salinas (1892-1951) was one of the leading
Spanish poets in the first half of this century. A critic,
scholar, and playwright as well, he emigrated to the
United States in the late 1930's. From 1947 until his death
he was Professor of Spanish Literature at Johns Hopkins
University. Five volumes of Salinas have been translated
into English, the last one translated in 1950.
W. S. Merwin writes: "I've been working slowly on a
selection of Salinas begun several years ago."

She rose to such a pitch
that now she's falling,
crumpled like a hero
over his useless deed.
That now she's dying,
used up, coming apart
in the air, total
combustion of her being.
And she'll leave no smoke,
no body, no pain
to remind us that she's been.
And no one will know, no one.
For she was the only one
who knew about her. And she is dead.
Pedro Salinas (1892-1951) Spanish
Translated By W. S. Merwin
20

So transparent your
soul
so open
I could find no way in.
Searched for the sinuous
defiles the high
forbidding passes.
When wide
were the ways to it.
Brought a ladder
imagining high walls around
your soul but
no
no stockade no dirt wall guarded it.
Looked for
your soul's narrow door
but free
it had no gates. Where
did it begin?
Where end?
I was left
sitting forever on its
unmarked borders.
Pedro Salinas (1892-1951) Spanish
Translated By W. S. Merwin

21

The earth barren
no tree no mountain, the sky
dry, cloud or bird's orphan.
Both so still, so alone,
face to face, earth and heaven,
each others' mirrors,
that now there is no far nor near,
high, low, much, little
in the universe.
Sweet death of measures,
wink of infinity!
But a first bird
flies from a furrow.
And everything falls into order
along the lines of its fate.
The earth is down here,
sky up there,
the plain is immense,
the traveller a dot,
and I know what's far away:
happiness, grace,'peace, arrival.
And I know what's near:
the heart in the breast.
Pedro Salinas (1892-1951) Spanish
Translated By W. S. Merwin
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My eyes see in the tree
the round cool fruit
and my hands go to pick it,
can't miss. But you,
you, blind man's hand,
what are you doing? The hand
goes back and forth, back and forth
through the air; if it lands
on any material thing
it withdraws after one gentle touch,
never able to pick it.
Always open. And if it doesn't
know how to close, that's because
it has deeper ambitions
than those of the eyes,
a passion for that imperfect
globe this world,
fine fruit for a blind man's
hand, a passion for light,
undying passion to seize
the unseizable.
When tired of useless
pursuit, sadly
it goes looking its sister,
and the blind man's hands
clasp each other.
That's the only time they're still,
clinging to each other,
longing clasped to longing,
passion to passion.
A blind man's hand isn't blind:
a will commands it,
not its master's eyes.
Pedro Salinas (1892-1951) Spanish
Translated By W. S. Merwin
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SHE WHO LEAVES NO TRACES
When you go, how useless it is
to try to find which way you went,
to follow you.
If you've gone over the snow
it's as though the clouds,
their shadow, without feet or weight,
had showed where.
When you walk
you don't head anywhere,
there's no trail that says later
"she passed here".
You don't set out from the exact
pure center of yourself:
it's the lost directions
that lead to you.
With a laugh or a call
you breach the silence
so softly that it's not hurt,
never feels it,
thinks it's as whole as ever.
If I look for you in the days
or the years
I'm left in a virgin time:
it was that year, it was that day,
but there's no sign:
you've left no footprint.
And you can hide everything
from me, you can hide from everything,
effacing your tracks,
your echoes, your shadows.
Now so pure, so untraceable,
that when you're no longer alive
I don't know where I'll see
that you lived,
with all that immense whiteness
that you make around you.
Pedro Salinas (1892-1951) Spanish
Translated By W. S. Merwin
24

Flowers on the Rim of the Ocean
It breaks me to see
the thin rush of white sprays
against the white sea of the sky.
1 cannot enter the upsurge,
cannot end myself
on the fine clear rim
of the cup . . . that rising bell,
its crystal center brushed
to trembling, pierces in wind
the rind of the cloud--a cluster
of flowers hangs on the world.
The sound of water brushed within crystal
runs free of the fine-stemmed cup.
-Cheryl Rubino
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The First Appearance of Night
The moon dropped
a great black butterfly- the green hills
lay in its wings. The dark thin veil
had an eye of its own, that met me
like Winter meets Spring. The widow stems
glimmered dark green nets of dew
confused in the silk of the wing1 knew the green blades
as the brides of the sun1 challenged the glimmering ray.
From the ground a thousand silken eyes
arose and ruffled my sight- 1 stared
till the long black stems turned blue
then green as a peacock's fan. . .
When the wind had settled and light had come
the field was an emerald bar;
but a fragile jewel- already I knew
the moon was the earth's new lover.
-Cheryl Rubino
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Deliverance II
Written as a late deliverance
from gutting anguish
that plied my heart
doubt-raged
into scrolls of smoke
and scrips of ashes
Fool with cut lips
mumbling discords
of formless words
guttering from his mouth
ordurous waste of a fallen poet
pity
he scoffs at it
sorrow, sorrow?
he is dumbfounded
he lifts
himself
on wobbly calf-legs
clothed in Pierrot apparel
capped to bell and dingle
to ring out a laugh
from the clustering crowd,
a great wreathe of burning faces
eyes as bewitched
as the humble of Bethlehem.
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He rises
and twirls or back-flips and flops
drawing their fixed eyes out like fishes
and devouring
them with his hungry heart
now dancing and spinning
a sinewy fibre
of besequined ecstasy
stitching the crowd,
he weaves
his straw into gold
his heart uncontrolled
bursting with ease
from his breaking chest
and fluttering
like a new-winged bird
explodes into sky-flights
beyond the cow-clouds
his heart long earth left
now spirals
to the gulf of the sun
and
and
returns to One.
-Paul Hammond
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Flesh Flood
Slow flowing, unperturbed
a thick, dark river
pregnant with dreams.
Viscuous sap rolling
in soft sensuous fall,
untempered by concerns
unmarked by the scars and burns
of living
Yet deep as life itself.
Beneath earth's clay kiss,
the world's melted bars reveal
a great opaque plain
where the body's feflection merges
to a vanishing point horizon.
Where the flesh is all,
its tactile stroke
diving down, ever down,
into the warm glassy sea
through a pinpoint pupil,
its one dimension spiral
spinning as the earth does
unnoticed.
-Marcel Mindlin
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THE MAGIC KINGDOM
Looking back we see
fields of bright flowers
the kind that do well in the shade.
Above, the enormous unchanged
fleece of the cloud.
The light - a moonlit darkness
with apparitions in it,
brighter, the subdued blue
of the aquarium (with a white
shark in it, lit from above
with feverish white),
the air of a sunset, but imagine
no sun and it not setting. There
is a close scent, like that of the sea,
or brimstone, asphodel, waterlilies.
The city with its soft neons
and bright strobes running up
the flutings of the skyscrapers
covers nearly all the further slope. Above it
hangs a cluster of artificial suns or moons,
so bright you can get moontan on the roofs,
and lie in a blaze far brighter than the sun.
And even looking back upon it
neither one of us is turned
into a pillar of salt. Gala
is almost unlovely, the white
muscles of her face untouched
by any makeup but the light: she
casts a dozen shadows from the luminaries.
Her eyes are black and brilliant,
velvety about the pupil, with underneath
the faintest lovely shadow of weariness.
Catching me looking at her she
looks back at me, I see my
face reflected in the
blank animal jelly, she turns away.
31

I hate her terribly, do not
know what 1 will do without her.
1 came here some days ago.
The Magic Kingdom is kept secret
from the government of the United States post-hypnotic suggestion - but millions
visit every year. It is owned and run
by several of the most powerful Mafia families.
Periodically there are little wars
and four or five absurdly pinstriped mobsters
are dredged up, bulletwounds streaming
with water, from the little central lake.
None of the visitors ever die, however,
except by the natural perils of the place
and by each other's hand, there being
no law here, except the code
of the hotelier, obeyed with minute punctilio.
If we were to turn our backs on the city
and climb the pink coral cliffs
that rise in bastion, flute and chimney,
buttress and face before us, we
would come first into a place
of dry snow, haunted by ghosts, and then
a final ringwall, and burst out
into the unbearable flat Nevada sunshine.
A hundred miles to the south we'd see
Emigrant's Pass, a saddle in the hills,
perhaps dust-devils, a vapor-trail, silence,
the plain two miles down.
This once was a caldera on the floor of an ocean, a
necklace of islands. Coral grew.
Fish murdered each other in the grottos. Drained
of its liquids, it was raised on a high plateau,
soaring and terrible cliffs of coral:
like the craters of Mars, Nix Olympica, a bullseye,
a circular rampart ten miles hcross.
Clouded over for ten thousand years by a
32

climatological freak, the Magic Kingdom,
discovered over and over again,
fell into the hands of a fanatical religious sect
which practiced absolute chastity, died out
from lack of natural increase; at last
came into the possession of sound business enterprise.
Gala will never leave this place.
1 met her on my first day: she
is an employee, appeared from
one of the undergates to the
thousand miles of tunnels underground. I
followed her, for that is quite proper in the Magic Kingdom.
She works in the game-room, is at once
a piece in the game, a strategist, and
the first prize: the room itself is
reached by an arcade
of ancient penny chromium machines
- through doors of ivory, into
the darkened bowl of the Game. Dim
light, red and blue
from plastic lozenges. Gala
appears, naked, with
only a sequined sash, a mask, and
the goddesslike armour of her chastity.
I have no past life.
The other figures in the Game, the
Knight, the Hangman, and the Whore,
myself, and the musicians, fail
beside her skill: but according to the percentages
I win, and my photograph is taken
by the slim gentleman in the Fedora.

33

There is nothing wholesome about Gala's chastity.
Even Odysseus fears what Persephone will bring forth.
Still, in the hotel afterwards, sipping
a Manhattan, to the sound
of Ella Fitzgerald singing When They Begin
the Beguine - blue silk drapes, deep
carpeting, beautiful waiters and a
faint chime before somebody is paged we trade smart crosstalk after
the style of a movie of the forties. The Magic
Kingdom tries to encourage a slightly eclectic
period flavour. Their taste
is astonishing, often transparent
and despicable, but their master
designer Michaelangelo, bribed and
blackmailed by them, allows the kitsch
to become camp, set in an austere
and splendid art. The
roller coaster, crudely daubed
with rockets, smiling apple-cheeked
fathers in suits and screaming fat blond children
nevertheless passes at the summit
of its leaps into the sky, through pearly cloud;
and the whole thing has the crudity,
the confidence in itself, of a dream.
Our conversation wavers on these subjects,
falters, must cease.
The time has come for me to claim my prize.
In my suite
Gala is again nude, with a pale
ripeness like a mound of white silk
like a heap of white silk from an ear of corn
like milkweed burst from its sac in Fall.
But her face is empty, like the pit of Hell.
You see 1 too am something of a pervert,
and will not touch her though she craves

34

I

the disgust of a touch. This
is how we came to be so well acquainted. She
is such lovely filth, such chastity. I
have an iridescent sickness like her own.
Nevertheless we sleep in the same room
or do not sleep, looking
at one another in the gloom
of the neon beating through the nylon
curtain, silent, breathing.
We make your healthy lovemaking vulgar,
gauche. You cannot know our warmths, our coldnesses.
We prefer even our pains to your pleasures.
At last we turn back from the cliffs
that lose their heads in cloud.
We come down to the lakeshore, the waters
black as the Lethe, bottomless, perfectly clear.
We rent a rowboat by that gloomy strand
from an old Sicilian, doubtless
rewarded by his post for years of soldiering.
I pull out to the tiny island in the centre, beach
the boat, Gala in the stern like
a beautiful white catch - an
improbable miracle where nets have
brought up only corpses, but I
am a fisher of men - we go up,
long white hand in my hand, to the
tiny folly at the island's centre.
It is empty of people. There
are big windows, one of them cracked,
fresh cream paint, and cushioned benches
around the pentagonal outer wall. A
faint smell, unidentifiable.
Pillars and a dome. Inside
is an old gramophone, a few 78's, glamor
magazines of some past era, and
a heap of games - Monopoly, Ludo,
Snakes and Ladders, all of them
35

games of chance. In the middle
of the room, is a suggestion box.
Neither of us
has anything to suggest.
When 1 first came to the Magic Kingdom
1 had driven over the desert
parked in the underground lit terraces
was soon conducted upwards
through many electronic gates and
doors of steel until I came
into the preparatory ward.
"Patients" lay there: jokes and cigarettes.
Soon the needle, and the drug, a
brief time 1 do not remember, then
in the floppy thirties suit with big lapels
they gave me, pass
through the last door, of misted glass
with a naked woman etched upon it.
It was Carnival, when is it anything
else? the streets were full of people, noisy,
masked or nude, big
floats were pushing through the crowd, a score
of suns above, confetti, colours 1
have never seen.
Now 1 can never leave
unless I leave behind
all trace or pattern in the mind
of what 1 have seen, what 1 have come to believe.
And Gala with her hand
still folded in with mine
her wit so sharp her sense so fine
is married to this shadow land.
I cannot stay and cannot leave.
I see, and still my eyes are blind
cut off forever in a dead end
speaking, and speechless, for you will never have
or know a record of my final mind.
-Frederick Turner
36

On Your Reticence
The silence of your unexpressed thought
is absurd to my language;
the wind should howl
on your placid sea.whose waves,
conjuring wildly below the surface,
destroy themselves and do not rise to the lashing.
You do not display your stress,
but not for lack of resource;
only you disdain a storm
and seek a deeper recourse.
So show us your sweet pacific face
we won't roar any more;
We'll say you've found subliminal grace
and wait anxious at your shore.
-Richard Katz

37

NOTES ON BOOKS

Several highly significant volumes of poetry have been
published in recent months. "Collected Poems" of A. R.
Ammons (Norton) won the National Book Award in April.
Ammons, at the age of 47, has created a substantial body
of work, some 400 pages, in less than twenty years of
publishing. Critics are already labeling him a "major
poet" (whatever that means). In his poem "Poetics" he
defines his purpose:

I look for the forms
things want to come as
from what black wells of possibility,
how a thing will
unfold:
not the shape on paper -though
thai too-but the
uninterfering means on paper:
not so much looking for the shape
as being available
to any shape that may be
summoning itself
through me
from the self not mine but ours.

James Merrill won the Bollingen Prize this past winter
for his sixth book of poems, "Braving The Elements"
(Atheneum). Merrill is a distinctly elegant poet whose
private sensibility is happily revealed in his comment on
receiving the award. Said Merrill:
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But in a sense all this is besides the point. What one wants in
life is in a completely different sphere. It is something that
does not have any connection really with the public world. It
is something which one arrives at through one's private life- such as the pursuit of happiness.
What I think I try to do for the world is to be fresh and
true towards my language and in my responses. To try to
match the intensity of experience that I ife has given me, with
an intensity and complexity of language.

In terms of his verse, at least, Merrill has succeeded
gloriously, as a reading of his wonderful collection called
"Nights and Days" (1966, Atheneum) demonstrates.
Robert Bly has gathered some of his work of recent
years into his third major book of poetry, "Sleepers
Joining Hands" (Harper and Row). Diametrically opposed
to a poet of Merrill's intentions, Bly is very much the
public poet whose poems arise as responses to the "col
lapse" of America primarily as a result of the Vietnam
war. His passion and strength of imagery are best seen,
perhaps, in his long poem on the war called "The Teeth
Mother Naked At Last". Bly is an intensely spiritual poet
who has been most influenced by Boehme, as his well
known book "The Light Around The Body" showed. In his
newest collection Bly includes a prose essay on his
researches into what he calls "Great Mother culture", the
uncovering of the universal Matriarchy that had hegemony
over the Patriarchy in the world before the "man" culture
became dominant, Bly sees our current dilemmas as a
result of the violent tendencies in the Patriarchy, and
wishes for a return to "Mother" culture values. These
values inform his writings and his ethics. Interestingly
enough, in the conclusion to his essay, I Come Out of the
Mother Naked" Bly sounds like Merrill (and both finally
descend from Thoreau):
I see in my own poems and the poems of so many other poets
alive now fundamental attempts to right our own spiritual
balance, by encouraging those parts in us that are linked with
music, with solitude, water, and trees, the parts that grow
when we are far from the centers of ambition.
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EDITOR'S NOTE
The editor wishes to thank all contributors, patrons and
friends for making HIKA a success this year. Special
thanks to Printing Arts Press and to Mr. Philip Church
advisor.

The Charles Monroe Coffin Prize for Fiction: Debra Ratner
The Edgar Collins Bogardus Prize for Poetry: Not Given
The Denham Sutcliffe Prize for Criticism: Not Given
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